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OIL TRADING IS CHANGING 

*A digital supply chain in this paper is defined in accordance with the Digital Supply Chain Institute (DSCI 2017), which mentions that 

digital trading operations are defined as deal-centric platform models that integrate and monetize the real-time data available from 

a variety of sources 

The formula for success for traditional oil trading companies has always been a 

focus on physical trading desks. With changing times, trading firms find 

themselves pressed for margins and therefore turn to integration as a solution. 

As a result, the trend for integration and acquisition of assets across the value 

chain is on the rise.  

The following table illustrates a few prominent examples of this trend in the last 

two years. 

Examples of recent integrations are: 

Trafigura acquiring downstream assets in Argentina (Trafigura, 2018) 

Vitol acquiring VTTI (Vitol, 2019) 

Glencore acquiring Chevron assets (Glencore, 2019) 

 

The shift in the industry deepens the need for efficient supply chains.  

Oil trading supply chains are often more complex than traditional ones and 

involve too many variables. Moreover, existing problems such as over-reliance on 

legacy systems, outdated technologies and the resulting information security 

threats are exacerbated by the swift acquisitions of these new assets, making 

integration a huge challenge.  

In this paper, we will explore how oil trading companies can not only overcome 

these barriers but also improve margins significantly with the help of a digital 

supply chain*. 
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THE COMPLEX SUPPLY 

CHAIN OF TRADING 

OPERATIONS 
 

The key difference between physical oil 

trading operations and traditional 

downstream oil supply chains is that the 

network structure does not strictly conform 

to the concept of a supply chain that has 

fixed assets and flows, although there are a 

few fixed nodes such as manufacturing 

locations (refineries) and storage depots 

(tank terminals).  

The customers, suppliers, and quality control teams can be found around the 

globe. Transportation and storage nodes have no fixed capacity or 

availability either. Costs can change daily, and operating constraints can alter 

frequently depending upon weather conditions and external operating 

factors. Above all, operations need to comply with strict environmental and 

human-safety laws.  

Transforming this supply chain into a digital one requires strong planning 

and commitment to the journey of digitalization. 

 

 

In the dynamic world of oil 

trading operations, the 

availability of data and the 

ability to process it is vital 

to ensure that a deal is 

profitable before it is 

confirmed.  
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CHALLENGES IN ACHIEVING 

DIGITALIZATION 

An over-reliance on legacy systems and manual work leads to several challenges 

that adversely impact innovation and ultimately decrease margins. The following 

table summarizes the challenges presented by the traditional processes. 

 
Data entry 

 

Manual entry involves many hours of non-productive, error-prone and low-value 
work. 

 
Real-time 

information 

 

Limited real-time information is available for decision making due to manual data 
entry, use of legacy tools (e-mails/ spreadsheets), dated information from 3rd parties 
and dependence on manual working hours to track vessels and barges.  

 
Accessibility 

 

Antiquated systems with individual or bench ownership restrict on-demand 
accessibility making collaborative and remote working difficult. 

 
Planning & 

Optimization 

 
Operators are often restricted to basic analysis without access to wider data sets, 
making use of advanced analytics impossible. The result is value wasted on inefficient 
blending, pipeline usage, and jetty usage. 

 
Source 

 

Decision making and innovation are seriously impaired due to several versions of 
the same data sets located in multiple sources. 

Traceability 

 
Information obtained from multiple sources is hard to trace leading to difficulty in 
correcting and updating the data. 

 

Security 

 

Data security is dependent on individual preferences and the company’s firewall, 
while the greatest cyber security threat is human (lack of awareness or attention). 

 
Innovation 

 
Disruptive technologies are not made available to traders and operators causing 
massive administrative overhead costs from managing and tracking multi-partner and 
multi-jurisdiction shipments through a vast network of intermediaries 
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THE TRANSFORMATION 

CHECKLIST FOR YOUR 

OPERATIONS. 
 

 
 

 
 

Are your 

internal 
platforms and 

data 
management 
future-ready? 

Whether you are operating as a sole trading organization or as a 

function of an integrated oil company, the key to profitable trading 

operations is the flow of information and data management.  

Traders require a real-time view of customers, prices, indices, 

inventories, and available transportation options among others. 

Many teams are tasked with scrumming this information (such as 

account opening, market analysts, trading operators, shipping 

operators, risk monitoring, claims, and back-office). 

   

In most organizations, the collaboration between these teams takes 

place by exchanging multiple spreadsheets that are stored in shared 

locations. Without digitalization, maintaining different versions, 

highlighting changes, and updating on-time are the only methods 

to avoid confusion.  

 

Any organization that wishes to embark on a transformation journey 

needs to manage its master data management operations by 

creating a comprehensive data model.  

 

The data model must support the future aspirations of the 

organization in the predictive analytics space. A workbench can be 

built to support collaboration and decision making across the deal 

life-cycle.  
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Are your 

platforms 
equipped for 

long term 
integration? 

 

Connecting suppliers, customers, terminals, inspectors, vessels, 

pipeline operators, rail and barge operators, etc. requires real-time 

data exchange with the ability to track the material in transit. 

Currently, only a few companies offer portals that allow this. 

 

Existing assets often utilize numerous software platforms, resulting 

in integration challenges when standardization is required. Ensuring 

coherent software platforms with public APIs requires technology 

that can ease the process of integration in the long run. 
  

 
 
Are your 
systems 

prepared for 
connected 

data 
exchange? 

XML messaging and blockchain are eliminating manual data entry. 

Deals can be auto-actualized, loading and discharge figures 

automatically entered and made available in near real-time, post-

deal settlement can be digitalized. Disputes are being minimized and 

positions calculated with ever greater accuracy. 

 

Recent examples of this include the work being done by the 

leadership for energy automated processing (LEAP) to create an 

XML-based electronic movement document, VAKT which aims to 

digitize post-trade processing through blockchain and PIDX which is 

the forum for data exchange for terminal gantries. 
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WHY MODERNIZE THE 

SUPPLY CHAIN? 
 

Instant and accurate decision making 

  

Rapid response to changing conditions and unforeseen situations is a key 

requirement to take advantage of potential deals that can be missed otherwise.  

A smart supply chain that is interconnected and able to execute real-time planning 

will evaluate the impact of these decisions immediately by using the capability to 

execute end-to-end simulations.   

 

Unlock new value 

  

Artificial intelligence and automation are creating new opportunities to enhance 

smart decision making. Collaboration between humans and machines can reveal 

new avenues for traders. For example, the ability to predict power generation from 

renewable sources in certain geographical areas will be a strong input in the 

options to trade/supply liquid fuel gas.   

 

Minimize risk 

  

A key aspect of any modernization effort is to ensure that functional silos are 

connected and barriers are broken. These teams when supported by integrated 

and optimized data can collaborate to make profitable decisions while minimizing 

risk at the same time.  

 

Optimize margins 

  

Organizations that have a clearer view of their operations can focus on productive 

tasks such as creating supply chain towers allowing them to operate with greater 

efficiency. Operators are free to manage exemptions and disruptions rather than 

run day-to-day activities, further optimizing margins by having the chance to find 

new ways to generate income. 
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RE-IMAGINING THE FUTURE OF OIL 

TRADING. 
 

Trading operations will continue to be a critical part of any trading organization.  

Automation, analytics, and artificial intelligence will introduce additional efficiencies with 

many tasks becoming automated. Autonomous ships, connected pipelines, unmanned 

terminals with robotic loading bays are some of the components that provide a glimpse of 

what the future holds for trading operations.   

 

Operators will no longer be chasing barge owners, guessing when they arrive, and scheduling 

the jetty in a spreadsheet. Real-time location data will be transmitted from barges and vessels 

to a blockchain capturing every major location thereby minimizing disputes. AI will be used 

to analyze location data together with historical data, the weather, and current marine traffic 

to provide an ETA with increased accuracy.  

The AI can then produce an optimized jetty plan for the operators to review whilst inspectors 

can be kept in the loop automatically about the vessel’s status.  

Demurrage claims will become a thing of the past. 

 

Discharges and loading data will be available instantly for vessels, barges, and pipelines 

through IoT sensors that automatically update stock progression with accurate and up to date 

information. Any unexpected issues or delays will trigger notifications to operators allowing 

them to quickly review the updated schedule, produced by AI. The risk will be managed 

immediately with the exposure calculated continuously, while pricing algorithms help traders 

to execute even smarter trades. 

 

Terminal operations will be transformed by giving operators on the spot information on all 

movements and stock levels through IoT sensors, feeding into an AI-enabled digital twin 

which will optimize movements and blending. Inspection data will be available as soon as it 

is ready, with the inspectors able to download the information into their mobile devices.  

 

The role of the operators will change as they are freed from manual data entry. Efficiency will 

improve through advanced scheduling and optimization through a digital platform. Traders 

will be able to inquire about existing stock levels with their digital assistant and further analyze 

the data within a few clicks.  

 

Collaboration with team members across geographies will be enabled as they access a single 

source of truth and data in real-time.  
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MEET THE EXPERTS . . . 

 

Dr.  PANAGIOTIS TSIAKIS   
 

Associate Partner, SURE Practice (Oil & Gas) 

Panagiotis is an expert in oil and gas value chain management. With over 17 years of 

consulting experience, he has delivered strategic and operational projects within 

chemicals and petroleum, pharmaceuticals, consumer goods, and manufacturing 

while in parallel focusing on research and business development in the areas of 

process planning and scheduling, multi-site production and distribution and supply 

chain optimization. 

He can be reached at Panagiotis.Tsiakis@infosysconsulting.com  
 

 

 

DIMITRIOS SKOUFAKIS 
Principal Consultant, CIO Advisory Practice 

Dimitrios has over 13 years of industry and consulting experience in oil & gas, FMCG, 

and financial services. He has helped industry-leading companies shape their IT and 

digital transformation strategies and led the delivery of mega-sized projects such as 

cost optimization, organization restructuring, post-acquisition systems integrations, 

and regulatory compliance. 

 

He can be reached at Dimitrios.Skoufakis@infosysconsulting.com  

 

TOBIAS WATTS 
 

Consultant, CIO Advisory Practice 

 

Tobias has experience delivering digital transformation and IT Strategy on projects at 

major international oil and gas clients in the downstream, trading, and function areas.  

 

 

He can be reached at Tobias.Watts@infosysconsulting.com  
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reenfield programs, while his account experience includes Sanofi, UPM, KONE, Volvo, Muller, Seqirus, 

etc. 

He can be reached at Ken.Chen@infosysconsulting.com 
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About Infosys Consulting: 

Infosys Consulting is a global management consulting firm helping some of the world’s most recognizable brands transform and innovate. Our 

consultants are industry experts that lead complex change agendas driven by disruptive technology. With offices in 20 countries and backed by the 

power of the global Infosys brand, our teams help the C-suite navigate today’s digital landscape to win market share and create shareholder value for 

lasting competitive advantage. To see our ideas in action, or to join a new type of consulting firm, visit us at www.InfosysConsultingInsights.com.  
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